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Abstract 

The article studies the dominant role of the child-mother relationships in the development and formation of 
personality of the infants and young children with Down syndrome. The article contains the information about 
the distortion of the child-mother relationships which leads to the different disorders of the mental development 
of a child. The article describes the construct of “inner maternal position”. It contains the methods and results of 
investigation aimed at revealing and study of peculiarities of the inner maternal position. It also describes the 
possible targets of psychological and pedagogical aid depending on the variant of the inner maternal position.  
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1. Introduction 

Modern psychological and pedagogical literature often contains the opinion about the importance of 
child-parents relationships quality and about its crucial role in the development and personality formation of 
Down syndrome infants and young children. A lot of investigators point out that the basis for the development of 
all types of activity of a Down syndrome infant and young child as well as his/her relationships with the world is 
his/her interrelations with a mother or other important adult, and the distortion of child-parents relationships 
leads to the emotional and behavioural problems, mental, motor, psychological and psychosomatic development 
disorders (Ainswort & Bowlby, 1991; Bern, 2010; Winnicott, 2004; Vygotskiy, 2006; Leontiev, 2005; Lisina, 
2009). 

In psychological and pedagogic literature there is an opinion about the fact that the basis of parents’ behaviour in 
interrelation with a child is some psychological formation which determines its peculiarities. Terms and 
definitions which describe this psychological formation as well as notion about its content, structure and 
dynamics depend on theoretical orientations of the authors, The works by A. S. Spivakovskaya can tell us about 
the “parental position” (Spivakovskaya, 1989), Aivazyan (2008) and Zakharova (1997) speaks of the inner 
maternal position in the works of western authors the term “mother’s devotion to a child” is used (Leifer, 1977; 
Mercer, 2004). 

The analysis of the constructs which reflect the peculiarities of parental behaviour allows us to suppose that 
favourable change of parental concepts, attitude and behaviour lead to the change child’s behaviour and response 
and generally changes relationships between parents and a child.  

For our investigation we took “inner maternal position” (IMP) theoretic construct as a model; this construct was 
developed on the basis of cultural-historical approach to the psyche development. Aivazyan (2008) and 
Zakharova (1997) describe inner maternal position as for reflection, acceptance and applying of a new social 
position of a mother by a woman. The structure of the inner maternal position on the motivation level is 
represented by the personal meaning of the motherhood and its place in the system of current motives; on 
cognitive level these are the concepts of motherhood, child and relations with a child as well as the image of 
oneself as a mother; on the sensual level these are the emotional attitude to the motherhood, to oneself in the role 
of a mother and to the child. This construct allows us to totally study some phenomena which regulate maternal 
behaviour in child-mother relationships: personal meanings of the motherhood and their place in the system of 
current motives; emotional attitude to the motherhood, the oneself as a mother and to a child; image of a child, 
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image of oneself in the role of a mother; concepts of a child upbringing and relations with him/her. 

This work is aimed at studying the peculiarities of the inner maternal position development under the conditions 
of upbringing of a young child with different abnormalities; experimental group comprised of mothers and their 
Down syndrome young children. This genetic anomaly is characterized by a high frequency in the population: 
among the new-born children its frequency is in average 1:600-1:900 and with mother’s age more than 45 it is 
1:32. Besides, this nosological group can be a model for studying the development of the inner maternal position 
of a mother of a child with intellectual disability since the typical characteristics of her social experience are 
revealing here with maximum definition.  

The birth a Down syndrome child can change the whole system of mother’s attitudes both in the family and 
beyond it. Firstly, the peculiarities of Down syndrome child development (possible somatic problems, decreased 
cognitive activity, weak communicative response, late development of smile and “eye-to-eye” contact etc.) can 
complicate interaction of a mother and a child and formation of mother’s devotion (Berger & Cunningham, 1981; 
Emde & Brown, 1978; Emmanuel et al., 2008). Secondly, the increase of a mothers need for support can have 
different response of family members and relatives. Thirdly, the social attitude to the families having a child with 
obvious abnormalities, are often contradictory and “filled” with prejudices (Goffman, 1963; Malofeev, 2009; 
Nelson, 2003; Saurel-Cubizolles et al., 2007; Shukshina, Neyasova, & Serikova, 2014; Yakunchev & Gorshenina, 
2013). In this regard the family’s need for new social contacts increases: the communication with specialists, 
families having the same situation, associations and organizations which help people with abnormalities can be 
of great importance.  

Thus, the situation of birth and upbringing of a Down syndrome child is characterized by the range of 
peculiarities which can be reflected both in the specific content and dynamics of the inner maternal position 
development and in the characteristics of a child-parents interaction. A supposition about the fact that the 
maternal behaviour is defined by the peculiarities of the inner maternal position can serve as a main hypothesis. 
In particular, we supposed that the specific nature of the inner maternal position defines the mother’s behaviour 
within the framework of a child rehabilitation (for example, time and attention giving to the child, involvement 
in the process of rehabilitation etc.). Besides, the mother’s behaviour can also be determined by her 
psychological health (Berger & Cunningham, 1983; Edge & Rogers, 2005; Emmanuel et al., 2010) or by the 
presence of the psychological safety of the subject (Vardanyan & Ruskina, 2013). 

2. Methods 

139 “mother-young child” pairs took part in the investigation, among them: experimental group–47 
“mother-Down syndrome child” pairs; control group–92 “mother-normally developing child” pairs. Control and 
experimental groups are of the equal age and social-demographic characteristics of mothers, i.e. education, 
occupation for the time of investigation, marital status.  

With the aim to study possible variants of the inner maternal position of women who bring up Down syndrome 
young children we have used the following methods: projective method “Attitude colour test (ACT)” and 
projective method “Unfinished sentences “Emotional-axiological attitude to the motherhood” (US EAAtM”)”.  

Projective method attitude colour test (ACT) is aimed at revealing of the non-conscious emotional attitude to a 
child, oneself, motherhood and general structure of the inner maternal position. This method was developed by 
Etkind (1987) and modified by E. B. Aivazyan. The choice of methods is conditioned by the fact that the colour 
is a good indicator for the nonconscious emotional state and attitude, and the colour-associative experiment 
allows us to reveal deep components of the relationships, avoiding distorting and safety mechanisms of verbal 
system of consciousness. 9 objects were suggested for the ranging of colours: “My child now” and “My child in 
the future” (attitude to a child); “My family”, “My husband”, “Second child” (attitude to the external objects); 
“Me as a mother”, “Me as a woman”, “Me as a wife” (system of self-attitude) and “Perfect mother” (attitude to 
one’s own concept of motherhood). For the processing, interpretation and description of data we used the 
technology of individual ACT data analysis.  

Unfinished sentences “Emotional-axiological attitude to the motherhood” (US EAAtM”) is a projective method 
aimed at studying of the non-conscious emotional and sense phenomena and conscious concepts, expectations in 
the structure of the inner maternal positions. This method was developed by E. B. Aivazyan. Process part of the 
method is adapted to the category of women, who were the testees in this investigation. 

The method consists of 27 unfinished sentences which comprise 9 scales combined in 3 blocks:  

1) Content of the meaningful sphere (scales “Meaning of life”, “Meaning of a family”, “Meaning of a marriage” 
and “Meaning of a motherhood”; 12 unfinished sentences in total);  
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2) Emotional-axiological attitude to a child (scales “Attitude to a child now”, Expectations concerning a child in 
the future”; 6 unfinished sentences);  

3) Emotional-axiological attitude to oneself (scales “Attitude to oneself as a mother”, “Evaluation of oneself 
through the eyes of a husband”, “Evaluation of oneself through the eyes of children”; 9 unfinished sentences).  

While using this method we compare the answers, assigned to the character, which had been synthesized 
according to the MMPI test (controllable projection procedure, Stolina (1983)), and answers which reflects 
“direct” one’s own position. Such comparison allows us to study both axiological orientations of the 
testees-values, integrated in the structure of the motivational level of the inner maternal position, and axiological 
ideas of the testees, which include axiological stereotypes concerning motherhood, and reflexive concepts of 
one’s own values which with this or that degree of adequacy reflect the content of the latter one (cognitive level 
of the inner maternal position). 

The answers of the testees were subjected to the content-analysis i.e. all the answers depending on their content 
were referred to this or that category (the list of categories was formed in the course of “free classification” of 
the acquired answers). The frequencies of the categories were processed with the help of correlation ad factor 
analysis.  

3. Results 

The analysis of the ACT results of both control and experimental group allowed us to point out four variants of 
the inner maternal position. The defied discontinuity of the emotional attitude which exists in the form of 
specific patterns of combination of positive and contradictory emotions to different aspects of situations of child 
upbringing, allows us to suppose the existence of the specific variants of inner conflicts behind them. In order to 
prove this supposition we conducted the comparison of the results of the US EAAtM projective variant between 
these sub-groups. The rightfulness of such comparison can be conditioned by the fact that the ACT method and 
projective variant of US EAAtM are addressed to the nonconscious components of the motivation level of the 
inner maternal position and are aimed at the indirect revealing of the motivational formations which condition 
the behaviour of a mother while interacting with a child. Basing on these facts the results of the projective 
variant of US EAAtM allow us, firstly, to prove the conclusions drawn from the results of ACT, secondly, to 
extend the content interpretations of ACT data (to specify the content of inner conflicts, reveal compensation 
mechanisms etc.).  

Let us describe the results, acquired in the course of experimental group data analysis. 

The first variant of IMP (31.9 % of testees) is characterised by the positive emotional attitude to the motherhood, 
child and oneself. The results, acquired in the course of US EAAtM show that there are no contradictions of 
axiological orientations in this sub-group. One can speak of the harmony in the axiological space of the testees of 
this sub-group concerning the self-realisation in the role of a mother, which can be compared to the favourable 
condition of the emotional attitude to oneself as a mother. The content of such orientations, addressed to a child, 
and concepts of upbringing strategies are similar to the “normative image”: orientations for the social 
achievements and authority, severity, control of a child. Though on this level there is another image of values 
concerning a child which corrected with the account to his/her peculiarities and abilities (the focus of 
significance is moved from the social well-being of a child to his/her internal well-being). The differences 
between the content of emotional-axiological and declared levels of a child image is probably conditioned by the 
safety mechanisms which allow solving the contradictions between the desired image and the real abilities of a 
child and preserving positive emotional attitude to him/her and favourable emotional background for the account 
of denial to see and consider peculiarities of the development and prospects of a child. 

The second variant of IMP (38.3% of testees) is characterised by the general ambivalent attitude to the 
motherhood, child and oneself. In the results of ACT data this variant is reflected in the fact that for the first four 
positions the rows of colour which are associated with the most of objects, in particular with such as “Me as a 
mother”, “Child now”, “Child in the future”, there are such colours as grey, brown and/or black and their 
combinations. In the structure of the second variant of the inner maternal position the ambivalent attitude to the 
role of a mother, revealed from the results of ACT, correlates with the conflict between the significant goals and 
abilities of their implementation: goals for self-realization in the leading and professional role are felt as 
inaccessible or inappropriate. The solving of this conflict perhaps is projected to the future, but in the present the 
ability of self-realisation is connected with the special role of a “teacher” or “tutor” which is filled with concepts 
of equal and democratic relationships with a child. 

The results, acquired with the help of US EAAtM method, showed that the axiological expectations, addressed to 
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the child, are characterised by some contradictions: on both levels of the image of a child the values of his/her 
inner well-being are opposed to the social achievements, and the Down syndrome is taken into account and not 
accepted in the same time. Unlike the first subgroup i which the contradiction between the “normative” values 
and reality is solved for the account of differentiation of emotional-meaningful and declared levels, in this group 
the conflict is not solved. Obviously, this is the source of ambivalent feelings in the emotional attitude to the 
child. 

The third variant of IMP (23.4 % of testees) is characterised by ambivalent attitude to the motherhood on the 
background of positive attitude to a child. In the results of ACT this variant is reflected i the fact that on the first 
four positions of the colour raw which is associated with the object “Mother” there are grey, brown and/or black 
colours and their combinations, and on the first four positions of the colour raw which is associated with the 
object “Child” there are mainly colours in combination with violate. In this case the specific nature of the 
maternal role is characterised by the fact that the motherhood is perceived as an effort-taking activity. A person 
poses strict demands to oneself, these are specific and contradictory demands which include both “leader” and 
“mother” qualities. On the declared level the contradictions are resolved by means of decrease of “leader” 
qualities and increase of the “mother” characteristics’ significance. Being a means of self-realization and 
self-affirmation, the maternal role does not find any joy in the attitude to a child, and love is filled with specific 
meanings - compassion, care and dedication. Only on the declared level the testees of this group speak of the joy 
in the attitude to a child, trying to correspond to the image of the perfect mother. 

Axiological expectations addressed to a child are characterised by the decrease of the axiological status of the 
child’s quality which are difficult to achieve due to Down syndrome (health, intellect, resemblance to the 
agemates, Down syndrome) and increase of the value of quality, which are real to be achieved by their child 
(personal well-being, independence, kindness). In this variant of the inner maternal position one can find the 
signs of total acceptance and readiness to accept a child “as it is”. The absence of contradictions in the content of 
the child image is shown in the positive emotional attitude to a child. 

The fourth variant of IMP (6.4 % of testees) is characterised by ambivalent attitude to the motherhood on the 
background of positive acceptance of the role of a mother. In the results of ACT this variant is reflected i the fact 
that on the first four positions of the colour raw which is associated with the object “Mother” there are main 
colours in combination with violate; on the first four positions of the colour raw which is associated with the 
object “Child” there are grey, brown and/or black and their combinations. While analysing the results the data 
acquired from the fourth variant of ACT were not taken into account since that sub-group is represented by three 
testees. The fourth variant of the emotional attitude “Ambivalent attitude to a child on the background of 
emotional acceptance of a mother role” is revealed for three persons. Due to this fact the results, acquired from 
this sub-group using the US EAAtM method, could not be included into the statistic analysis and could not be 
interpreted properly. 

We perform an additional interview of mothers of Down syndrome children and specialists who work with 
“mother-Down syndrome child” pairs. The aim of the interview was the gathering of the follow-up data 
concerning the peculiarities of the mental development of a child, self-realisation of a mother in the profession of 
other spheres, participation of a mother in treatment, rehabilitation and development measures and its attitude to 
them.  

The data analysis, performed in the work of Inevatkina (2011) showed that the third variant of the inner maternal 
position is the most favourable variant of IMP from the viewpoint of conditions for child development, since 
there is an active participation in rehabilitation of a child and positive contact while interacting. That means that 
the testees of the mentioned sub-group gladly spend a lot of time with their children. The mothers proudly speak 
of their children, they are happy with children’s everyday successes and achievements, the problems are 
presented as tasks which are to be solved. The women of this sub-group are oriented to the developing potential 
of the measures performed for the child. That’s why they take very seriously the issue of finding out the centre of 
development of a child and specialists, they visit, as a rule, several centres, take additional exercises, work with 
private specialists, use recommendations from the centre for in-home exercises. The attendance of a kindergarten 
is considered as a possibility of his/her development, that’s why pre-school institutions are selected very 
carefully. Besides, while interacting with a child they stimulate and support the dialogue with him/her. The game 
is organised as a sequential (mother-child-mother-child) performance of some actions (feeding, combing, 
building), the benefit is derived from any game situation; the offered games and activities are variable. The 
mother reacts with the help of expressions, touching, stroke, tapping to all the initiatives of a child, comments 
his/her state, mood, actions. The vocalization of a child, his gestures, game actions are “reflected” by the mother 
and taken as a response while talking with him/her. Everything seen by a child (toys, objects) is commented by 
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the mother, she names these objects and asks the child to name it too. All the comments and expressions used by 
the mother while communicating are addressed to the child. While interacting the child doesn’t get any negative 
evaluation, the mother constantly creates a situation of success for him.  

The first variant of the inner maternal position is characterised by the fact that the mother actively participates in 
the rehabilitation of her child, but the interaction can be characterised by both positive and negative contact. Due 
to this fact the first variant of IMP can be considered as a risk factor for distortion of the mother’s behaviour in 
the interaction with a child which can be connected to the under-assessment of the child’s abilities and his/her 
specific needs.  

The second variant of inner maternal position can be characterised by different mothers’ participation in child’s 
rehabilitation, but the contact is as a rule negative. That means that mothers often ignore the signals, sent by a 
child and his/her initiatives, they do not support the dialogue with the child, there is no game-dialogue. In case 
when a child loses the interest to a game or a toy, the mother experiences difficulties in offering another activity, 
selecting of available games for a child; for example, she doesn’t pay attention to the motor uneasiness of the 
baby etc. Having conversation or commenting some actions the testees do it for the other adult but not for the 
child. The attention is not paid to the means communication available for the child, the mother doesn’t take them 
as the answer and does not “reflect” them. Often the mother does not take part in the game of a child or in other 
his/her activities, does not name things and phenomena which are taking place during the game, without a word 
she observes the actions performed by a child for example with a toy. While performing subjective actions or 
pronouncing syllables and words by a child the mother wants it to be qualitative, otherwise the child will get 
negative assessment which contributes to the formation of unsuccessful situation for the child.  

The presence of the second inner maternal position is a factor which determines the necessity of the 
psychological and psycho-correctional aid for the mother.  

Psychological-pedagogic work with “mother-Down syndrome child” dyad should be differentiated since the 
mothers with different variants of the inner maternal position have different problem zones.  

4. Discussion 

The acquired results allow us to make the following suppositions about the possible targets of the 
psychological-pedagogic aid for the mothers having Down syndrome young child. The first variant of the inner 
maternal position refer the mothers to the rest group according to the interaction quality. The specialists should 
focus the mother’s attention on the “special” development of her child even if this will decompensate her 
emotional state, in order to form the demand for pedagogic support. During the psychological-pedagogic 
correction the interaction between a mother and a Down syndrome young child it is necessary to find special 
forms of teaching interaction, which aims are to be the increase if mother’s sensuality to the reactions of her 
child. It is necessary to develop effective methods of mothers’ teaching support and correct reaction to all the 
initiatives and signals of the child.  

The existence of the second variant of the inner maternal position is the factor which determines the necessity of 
psychological and psycho-correctional aid addressed to a mother; the main specialist who leads the family on the 
first stage in the early aid service should be the psychologist. The use of a teacher and the beginning of the 
correction lessons with a child on the first stage of the family work in the early aid service can have little effect 
since it can cause the transfer of the responsibility for the development of a child to the specialists, as well as 
mother’s concentration on the formal achievement of normal values of development.  

From the point of view of the child-centred ideology the third variant of the inner maternal position is the most 
favourable. On the one hand it is characterised by the high standards to oneself, it is the source of stress and 
anxiety, and on the other hand this maternal position is the main one for the model of a “good mother” for the 
child with special needs. There is no doubt that the structure of such inner maternal position has its problem 
zones, and the life of such mothers is full of difficult moments and emotions. But in this case we can speak of 
such resources as high and consistent parental motivation, reflection of one’s own actions, desire to improve 
oneself in the upbringing and development of a child. Due to these facts the psychological help for such mothers 
can be rendered on request, and in some cases the pedagogic support can be enough. Moreover, the resources of 
the representatives of this sub-group can be used in work with other families with similar situations. On can 
suppose that the social activity and the ability to help other families having similar situations, can be a significant 
contribution to their own self-realization. 

5. Report 

Due to the fact that the main factor of an infant and a young child development is the interaction in 
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“mother-child” pair. Within the framework of formation and development of the early aid system for families 
having Down syndrome children it necessary to have a brand new methodological approach which needs 
reviewing of the aid object. The object of the early aid in the special formation is the interaction of mother and 
child, dyad “mother-child with abnormalities” and more–“family having disabled child”. Respectively, the 
subject of investigation in the special pedagogic and psychology is also changed. Now it is an interaction of a 
mother and a child as well as factors which condition its peculiarities, in particular, psychological peculiarities of 
a mother which control her behaviour while interacting.  

The acquired results first of all show four variants of inner maternal position in the situation of upbringing Down 
syndrome infant or young child. The results of the investigation show that the mothers with different variants of 
the inner maternal position have different problem zones, different resources and different forecast respectively. 
So the work with these women should use different content, methods and strategies of specialists’ influence. 
Basing on the above said the prospects of the further development of scientific problem can be in projecting and 
experimental probation of methods and techniques of psychological help for families having Down syndrome 
child as well as in development of methods and techniques of psychological-pedagogic correction of interaction 
in “mother-Down syndrome child” pair. 
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